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ON THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE PERMANENT AND THE DETERMINANT
OF A CIRCULANT MATRIX. APPLICATIONS
LIENA COLARTE, EMILIA MEZZETTI, ROSA M. MIRO´-ROIG, AND MARTI´ SALAT
Abstract. Let d(N) (resp. p(N)) be the number of summands in the determinant (resp. perma-
nent) of an N ×N circulant matrix A = (aij) given by aij = Xi+j where i+ j should be considered
mod N . This short note is devoted to prove that d(N) = p(N) if and only if N is a prime power.
We then give an application to homogeneous monomial ideals failing the Weak Lefschetz property.
1. Introduction
We say that a square N × N matrix A is a circulant matrix if each row is obtained
applying the cycle (αN , α0, . . . , αN−1) to the preceding row. Circulant matrices have been
studied for a long time and from many different perspectives, for instance in [3], [11], [12],
[13],[14], [15] and [18]. In this note, we will focus our attention on the generic circulant
matrix Circ(x0, x1, . . . , xN−1) given by the first row (x0 x1 . . . xN−1) (where x0, . . . , xN−1
are indeterminates) and we will address the problem of determining the number of terms of
its determinant det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) (resp. permanent per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1))). More
precisely, det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) and per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) are homogeneous polynomi-
als of degree N in k[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1] and we would like to determine the number d(N)
(resp. p(N)) of monomials appearing in the expansion of det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) (resp.
per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1))).
In [3], it was shown that the monomials xa00 x
a1
1 · · ·x
aN−1
N−1 appearing in per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1))
are precisely those given by the solutions of the system
a0 + 2a1 + · · ·+NaN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N)
a0 + · · ·+ aN−1 = N.
Unfortunately an analogous result for the monomials xa00 x
a1
1 · · ·x
aN−1
N−1 appearing in the ex-
pansion of det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) is not known. We easily check that d(N) ≤ p(N). In
addition, in [14], Thomas proved that d(N) = p(N) for N a power of a prime and asked
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whether the converse is true. This short note is devoted to prove this result d(N) = p(N) if
and only if N is a power of a prime.
In the second part of this note, we generalize the results in [7] and we prove that the
artinian ideal IN0,1,...,N−1 ⊂ k[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1] generated by the monomials appearing in the
expansion of per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) is a Togliatti system, i.e. it fails the Weak Lefschetz
property in degree N − 1 (see Definition 4.1); even more, it is a GT-system (see section
4) and we analyze whether it is minimal. In [7], the minimality problem of GT-systems in
k[x, y, z] was related to the vanishing of the coefficients in the determinant of certain circulant
matrices. As an application of our results about the number of monomials appearing in
the expansion of the determinant and the permanent of a circulant matrix we are able to
conclude that IN0,1,...,N−1 is a minimal Togliatti system if and only if N is a power of a prime
(see Theorem 4.8).
Next we outline the structure of this note. In Section 2, we collect the definition and
basic results on the determinant (resp. permanent) of a circulant matrix and we collect
examples to illustrate that the number of terms d(N) in the determinant of an N × N
circulant matrix A could be strictly less than the number of terms in the permanent of A.
Section 3 contains the main result of this paper, namely, d(N) = p(N) if and only if N is
a power of a prime (see Theorem 3.5). In the last section, we apply this result to study
whether a GT-system is minimal. We prove that, given an integer N ≥ 3, the GT-system
IN0,1,...,N−1 ⊂ K[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1] is minimal if and only if N is power of a prime integer (see
Theorem 4.8) and we finish our paper with a Conjecture based on our previous results and
on many examples computed with Macaulay2.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, for any N ×N matrix A = (ai,j), we denote by det(A) its deter-
minant and by per(A) its permanent defined, as usual, by
det(A) =
∑
σ∈ΣN
(−1)ǫ(σ)
∏
aiσ(i) and
per(A) =
∑
σ∈ΣN
∏
aiσ(i)
where the sum extends over all elements σ of the symmetric group
∑
N and ǫ(σ) denotes the
signature of the permutation σ. In this paper, we are interested in computing the non-zero
terms of the determinant and of the permanent of a circulant matrix. So, let us start this
section by recalling the definition and the basic properties on circulant matrices needed in
the sequel. The reader should read [14], [15] and [13] for more details.
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Definition 2.1. An N ×N circulant matrix is a matrix of the form
Circ(v0, ..., vN−1) :=


v0 v1 · · · vN−2 vN−1
vN−1 v0 · · · vN−3 vN−2
...
... · · ·
...
...
v1 v2 · · · vN−1 v0


where successive rows are circular permutations of the first row v0, . . . , vN−1.
A circulant matrix Circ(v0, . . . , vN−1) is a particular form of a Toeplitz matrix, i.e., a ma-
trix whose elements are constant along the diagonals. A circulant matrix Circ(v0, . . . , vN−1)
has N eigenvalues, namely, v0 + e
pv1 + e
2pv2 + · · ·+ e
p(N−1)vN−1, 0 ≤ p ≤ N − 1, where e is
a primitive N -th root of unity. Therefore, it holds:
(1)
det(Circ(v0, . . . , vN−1)) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
v0 v1 · · · vN−2 vN−1
vN−1 v0 · · · vN−3 vN−2
...
... · · ·
...
...
v1 v2 · · · vN−1 v0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∏N−1
j=0 (v0 + e
jv1 + e
2jv2 + · · ·+ e
j(N−1)vN−1).
The computation of the permanent is harder and, in spite of several combinatorial inter-
pretations, very little is known so far. The computation of the permanent of a matrix is
a challenging problem; it is computationally very hard, even for (0, 1)-matrices. In fact,
Valiant proved that computing the permanent of a (0, 1)-matrix is #P -complete (see [18]).
In general, we have:
(2) per(Circ(v0, . . . , vN−1)) =
∑
σ∈ΣN
vσ(0)vσ(1) · · · vσ(N−1) .
The product on the right hand side in the equations (1) and (2), when expanded out,
contains
(
2N−1
N
)
terms and it is still an open problem to find an efficient formula for the
coefficients and decide whether they are zero or not. Some examples of these determinants
(resp. permanents) of generic circulant matrices for small values of N are:
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det(Circ(x, y, z)) = x3 + y3 + z3 − 3xyz
per(Circ(x, y, z)) = x3 + y3 + z3 + 3xyz;
det(Circ(x, y, z, t)) = x4 − y4 + z4 − t4 − 2x2z2 + 2y2t2 − 4x2yt+ 4xy2z − 4yz2t+ 4xzt2;
per(Circ(x, y, z, t)) = x4 + y4 + z4 + t4 + 2x2z2 + 2y2t2 + 4x2yt+ 4xy2z + 4yz2t+ 4xzt2;
det(Circ(x, y, z, t, u)) = x5 + y5 + z5 + t5 + u5 − 5x3yu− 5x3zt− 5xy3z − 5y3tu− 5xz3u
−5yz3t− 5xyt3 − 5zy3u− 5xtu3 − 5yzu3 + 5x2y2t+ 5x2yz2 + 5x2zu2
+5x2t2u+ 5xy2u2 + 5xz2t2 + 5y2z2u+ 5y2tu2 + 5yt2u2 + 5z2tu2 − 5xyztu;
per(Circ(x, y, z, t, u)) = x5 + y5 + z5 + t5 + u5 + 5tu3x+ 5t2ux2 + 5t2u2y + 5t3xy + 5ux3y
+5u2xy2 + 5tx2y2 + 5tuy3 + 5t3uz + 5u2x2z + 5tx3z + 5u3yz + 15tuxyz
+5t2y2z + 5xy3z + 5tu2z2 + 5t2xz2 + 5x2yz2 + 5uy2z2 + 5uxz3 + 5tyz3;
det(Circ(x, y, z, t, u, v)) = x6 − y6 + z6 − t6 + u6 − v6 + 6t4uz + 6t4vy + 3t4x2 − 6t3u2y − 12t3uvx−
2t3v3 − 6t3vz2 − 12t3xyz − 2t3y3 + 6t2u3x+ 9t2u2v2 − 9t2u2z2+
18t2uxy2 + 18t2v2xz − 9t2v2y2 − 3t2x4 + 6t2xz3+
9t2y2z2 − 6tu4v + 12tu3yz − 18tu2x2y − 12tuv3z+
12tuvx3 + 12tuvz3 − 12tuy3z + 6tv4y − 6tv3x2−
18tvx2z2 + 6tvy4 − 6tx2y3 + 12tx3yz − 6tyz4−
6u4xz − 3u4y2 + 6u3v2z + 12u3vxy + 2u3x3 + 2u3z3 − 6u2v3y − 9u2v2x2−
18u2vyz2 + 9u2x2z2 + 3u2y4 + 6uv4x+ 18uv2y2z−
12uvxy3 − 6ux4z + 6ux3y2 − 6uxz4 + 6uy2z3 + 3v4z2−
12v3xyz − 2v3y3 + 6v2x3z + 9v2x2y2 − 3v2z4 − 6vx4y + 12vxyz3 − 6vy3z2+
2x3z3 − 9x2y2z2 + 6xy4z
per(Circ(x, y, z, t, u, v)) = x6 + y6 + z6 + t6 + u6 + v6 + 6t4uz + 6t4vy + 3t4x2 + 6t3u2y + 12t3uvx+
2t3v3 + 6t3vz2 + 12t3xyz + 2t3y3 + 6t2u3x+ 9t2u2v2 + 9t2u2z2 + 24t2uvyz+
12t2ux2z + 18t2uxy2 + 18t2v2xz + 9t2v2y2 + 12t2vx2y + 3t2x4 + 6t2xz3+
9t2y2z2 + 6tu4v + 12tu3yz + 24tu2vxz + 12tu2vy2 + 18tu2x2y + 12tuv3z+
24tuv2xy + 12tuvx3 + 12tuvz3 + 24tuxyz2 + 12tuy3z + 6tv4y + 6tv3x2+
12tv2yz2 + 18tvx2z2 + 24tvxy2z + 6tvy4 + 6tx2y3 + 12tx3yz + 6tyz4+
6u4xz + 3u4y2 + 6u3v2z + 12u3vxy + 2u3x3 + 2u3z3 + 6u2v3y + 9u2v2x2+
18u2vyz2 + 9u2x2z2 + 12u2xy2z + 3u2y4 + 6uv4x+ 12uv2xz2 + 18uv2y2z+
24uvx2yz + 12uvxy3 + 6ux4z + 6ux3y2 + 6uxz4 + 6uy2z3 + 3v4z2+
12v3xyz + 2v3y3 + 6v2x3z + 9v2x2y2 + 3v2z4 + 6vx4y + 12vxyz3 + 6vy3z2+
2x3z3 + 9x2y2z2 + 6xy4z
As we have seen in these examples when we expand det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) we obtain
a polynomial in the xi and we define d(N) to be the number of degree N monomials in
this polynomial after like terms have been combined. So, d(3) = 4, d(4) = 10, d(5) = 26,
d(6) = 68, etc. Similarly, we define p(N) to be the number of terms in the permanent,
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per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)), of Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1). So, p(3) = 4, p(4) = 10, p(5) = 26, p(6) =
80, etc.
3. The permanent and the determinant of a circulant matrix
In this section we consider the determinant and the permanent of generic matrices, i.e.
the entries are indeterminates.
Problem 3.1. To determine the integers N ≥ 1 such that d(N) = p(N).
From the definition, it is clear that
d(N) ≤ p(N)
since every term which appears in det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) also appears in per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)).
However, due to cancellations, some terms appearing in per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) could be
absent in det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)), i.e it could be d(N)  p(N) (for example, d(6) = 68 <
80 = p(6)). To analyze whether d(N) = p(N) we would like to have an efficient formula
for the coefficients and decide whether they are zero or not. Let us start determining the
non-zero coefficients of per(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) and p(N). The function p(N) was studied in
[3] by Brualdi and Newman, they showed that p(N) coincides with the number of solutions
to
(3)
α0 + 2α1 + · · ·+NαN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N)
α0 + · · ·+ αN−1 = N
in non-negative integers. They also proved by a generating function argument that
(4) p(N) =
1
N
∑
k|N
φ(
N
k
)
(
2k − 1
k
)
where φ(n) is the Euler’s function that counts the positive integers up to n that are relatively
prime to d. Unfortunately, a formula for the coefficients in the expansion of determinant,
det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)), is not known; a criterium to decide whether a coefficient is non-zero
is not available and, hence, the value of d(N) is out of reach despite the fact that its definition
seems at least as natural. Let us now summarize what is known about the coefficients in
the left hand side of the equation (1). To this end we express the determinant of an N ×N
circulant matrix as follows:
det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) =
∑
0≤a0≤···≤aN−1≤N−1
ca0···aN−1xa0 · · ·xaN−1 .
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This sum can also be written as
det(Circ(x0, . . . , xN−1)) =
∑
0≤M0,...,MN−1≤N−1
dM0···MN−1x
M0
0 · · ·x
Mn−1
N−1
where dM0···MN−1 = ca0···aN−1 , if M0 + · · · +MN−1 = N and Mi is the multiplicity of i, the
number of times the integer i occurs in the index set [a0, . . . , aN−1].
Proposition 3.2. With the above notation, if α0 + 2α1 + · · ·+NαN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N), then:
(1) If a0 + a1 + · · ·+ aN−1 6≡ 0 (mod N), then ca0···aN−1 = 0.
(2) If N is prime and a0 + a1 + · · ·+ aN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N), then ca0···aN−1 6= 0.
Proof. (1) See [13]; Theorem 1 or [15]; Proposition 10.4.3.
(2) See [13]; Corollary 4 or [15]; Chapter 11.

Remark 3.3. (1) It is worthwhile to point out that expressed in terms of the set of
multiplicities, [M ] = [M0,M1, . . . ,MN−1], 0 ≤ M0,M1, . . . ,MN−1 ≤ N , the condition
a0 + a1 + · · ·+ aN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N) becomes 0M0 + 1M1 + · · ·+ (N − 1)MN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N)
subject to the restriction M0 +M1 + · · ·+MN−1 = N .
(2) Proposition 3.2 (2) is not true if N is not prime. Indeed, for N = 6 we have seen
that c0,0,1,3,3,5, c0,0,1,2,4,5, c0,0,2,3,3,4, c0,1,1,2,4,4, c0,1,1,2,3,5, c0,1,2,2,3,4, c0,1,3,4,4,5, c0,2,3,4,4,5, c0,2,2,4,5,5,
c1,2,2,3,5,5, c1,1,3,4,4,5 c1,2,3,3,4,5 are zero in the determinant expansion, but they satisfy the
previous conditions and they appear as non-zero coefficients in the permanent expansion.
Also, for N = 10 we have c0,0,0,0,1,1,1,3,6,8 = 0 (see, for instance, [15]; pag. 123). More
generally, we have
Proposition 3.4. For N =M0+M1+3 with M0,M1 ≥ 1, the coefficient c0···01···1aN−3aN−2aN−1
with M1 + aN−3 + aN−2 + aN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N) is zero if N divides (M1 + 2)(M1 + 1) and
either
• aN−3 ≤ aN−2 < N −M1, aN−3 + aN−2 = N + 1−
(M1+2)(M1+1)
N
and aN−1 =M0 + 2+
(M1+2)(M1+1)
N
, or
• N −M1 ≤ aN−2 ≤ aN−3, aN−2 + aN−1 = N + 1 +
(M0+2)(M0+1)
N
and aN−3 = M0 + 2−
(M0+2)(M0+1)
N
.
Proof. See [13]; Corollary 6. 
Using the theory of symmetric functions H. Thomas proved in [14] that for any prime
integer p ≥ 1 and for any integer n ≥ 1 it holds: d(pn) = p(pn) but he left open Problem
3.1. In section 2 and Remark 3.3 we have seen examples proving that equality is not always
true (for instance, d(6) < p(6)). We are now ready to state the main result of this paper
and explicitly determine when d(N) = p(N). Indeed, we have
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Theorem 3.5. Fix N ≥ 1, then d(N) = p(N) if and only if N = pr, with p a prime integer.
Proof. If N = pr with p a prime integer and r ≥ 1 then by [14] we have d(pr) = p(pr). Let
us prove the converse. Write N = nm with 1 < n < m and gcd(m,n) = 1. In order to
prove that p(N)  d(N) it is enough to exhibit an N -tuple (a0, a1, . . . , aN−1) verifying the
equations (3), i.e. a0 + 2a1 + · · · + NaN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N), a0 + · · · + aN−1 = N and such
that the coefficient ca0···aN−1 = 0. To this end, we apply Bezout’s theorem and we write
λm = 1 + µn with 1 ≤ λ, µ and λm ≤ N .
We define
M1 := µn− 1.
We first observe that N = nm divides (M1 + 1)(M1 + 2) (Indeed, (M1 + 1)(M1 + 2) =
µn(µn+1) = (µn)(λm) = λµN). Let us check thatM1 ≤ N−4. Notice thatM1 = µn−1 =
λm−2 ≤ N−2. Therefore, we only need to prove that the caseM1 = N−3 is not possible. If
M1 = N−3 then µn+1 = M1+2 = N−1, i.e. µn = N−2 = nm−2. So, n divides 2. Since
1 < n, we get n = 2 and µ = m−1. Using the equalities λm = 1+µn = 1+2(m−1) = 2m−1
we obtain that m divides 1 which is a contradiction.
Let us now define
M0 := nm− µn− 2,
A2 := nm− µn,
A1 := µn− µλ+ 1, and
A3 := nm− µn+ λµ.
We easily check that
• 1 ≤M0 = N −M1 − 3,
• M1 + A1 + A2 + A3 ≡ 0 (mod N), and
• A1 ≤ A2 < N −M1, A1+A2 = N +1−
(M1+1)(M1+2)
N
and A3 =M0+2+
(M1+1)(M1+2)
N
.
Therefore, we can apply Proposition 3.4 and conclude that c0···01···1A1A2A3 = 0. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 we can slightly generalize Proposition 3.2
and we get:
Corollary 3.6. With the notation of Proposition 3.2, it holds: If N is a power of a prime
and a0 + a1 + · · ·+ aN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N), then ca0···aN−1 6= 0.
4. Galois-Togliatti systems and Galois covers
In this section, we will apply the above result to study the minimality of certain Galois-
Togliatti systems (GT-systems, for short). So, let us start this section recalling the notion
of GT-systems and relating their minimality with the problem of whether d(N) = p(N). To
this end, we fix k an algebraically closed field and we set R := k[x0, . . . , xn]
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Definition 4.1. Let I ⊂ R be a homogeneous artinian ideal. We say that I has Weak Lef-
schetz Property (WLP) if there is a L ∈ [R/I]1 such that, for all integers j, the multiplication
map
×L : [R/I]j−1 → [R/I]j
has maximal rank.
To establish whether an ideal I ⊂ R has the WLP is a difficult and challenging problem
and even in simple cases, such as complete intersections, much remains unknown about the
presence of the WLP. Recently the failure of the WLP has been connected to a large number
of problems, that appear to be unrelated at first glance. For example, in [5], Mezzetti, Miro´-
Roig and Ottaviani proved that the failure of the WLP is related to the existence of varieties
satisfying at least one Laplace equation of order greater than 2 and they proved:
Theorem 4.2. Let I ⊂ R be an artinian ideal generated by r homogeneous polynomials
F1, . . . , Fr of degree d and let I
−1 be its Macaulay inverse system. If r ≤
(
n+d−1
n−1
)
, then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the ideal I fails the WLP in degree d− 1;
(2) the homogeneous forms F1, . . . , Fr become k-linearly dependent on a general hyper-
plane H of Pn;
(3) the n-dimensional variety X = Im(ϕ) where ϕ : Pn 99K P(
n+d
d )−r−1 is the rational map
associated to (I−1)d, satisfies at least one Laplace equation of order d− 1.
Proof. See [5, Theorem 3.2]. 
The above result motivated the following definitions:
Definition 4.3. Let I ⊂ R be an artinian ideal generated by r forms of degree d, and
r ≤
(
n+d−1
n−1
)
. We will say:
(i) I is a Togliatti system if it satisfies one of three equivalent conditions in Theorem 4.2.
(ii) I is a monomial Togliatti system if, in addition, I can be generated by monomials.
(iii) I is a smooth Togliatti system if, in addition, the rational variety X is smooth.
(iv) A monomial Togliatti system I is minimal if there is no proper subset of the set of
generators defining a monomial Togliatti system.
These definitions were introduced in [6] and the names are in honor of Eugenio Togliatti
who proved that for n = 2 the only smooth Togliatti system of cubics is
I = (x30, x
3
1, x
3
2, x0x1x2) ⊂ k[x0, x1, x2]
(see [2], [16][ and [17]). The systematic study of Togliatti systems was initiated in [5] and
for recent results the reader can see [6], [7], [8], [1] and [10].
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In this paper, we will restrict our attention to a particular case of Togliatti systems, the
so-called GT-systems introduced, for the case N = 3, in [7]. To define them we need to fix
some extra notation. Fix N ≥ 3, d ≥ 3 and e a primitive d-th root of the unity. Since any
representation of Z/dZ in GL(N,Z) can be diagonalized, we can assume that it is represented
by a matrix of the form
M :=M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1) =


eα0 0 · · · 0
0 eα1 · · · 0
· · ·
0 0 · · · eαN−1


with gcd(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1, d) = 1.
Definition 4.4. Fix integers 3 ≤ d ∈ Z and 3 ≤ N ∈ Z, e a primitive d-th root of 1 and
M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1) a representation of Z/dZ in GL(N,Z). A GT-system will be an ideal
Idα0,...,αN−1 ⊂ k[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1]
generated by all forms of degree d invariant under the action of a M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1).
Example 4.5. Fix an odd integer 3 ≤ d = 2k + 1. The monomial artinian ideal I =
(xd0, x
d
1, x
d
2, x0x
d−2
1 x2, x
2
0x
d−4
1 x
2
2, . . . , x
k
0x1x
k
2) ⊂ K[x0, x1, x2] defines a monomial GT-system.
Indeed, let e be a primitive root of order d of 1 and consider the representation of the cyclic
Galois group Z/dZ on GL(3,Z) given by the diagonal matrix M(e0, e1, e2). It is easy to
check that I is generated by all forms of degree d invariant under the action of M(e0, e1, e2).
Therefore, I is a GT-system (Indeed, I = Id0,1,2). Note that for d = 3 we recover the smooth
Togliatti system of cubics.
We easily check that a GT-system I := Idα0,...,αN−1 is always an artinian ideal since x
d
i ∈ I
for i = 0, . . . , N − 1. So, it defines a regular map
ψI : P
N−1 −→ Pµ(I)
where µ(I) denotes the minimal number of generators of I. The morphism ψI is a Galois
cover of degree d of the N − 1 dimensional rational variety ψI(P
N−1) with cyclic Galois
group Z/dZ represented by the matrix M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1). Generalizing [7], Theorem 3.1
and Proposition 3.2 from N = 2 to arbitrary N ≥ 2, we get:
Proposition 4.6. Fix integers N ≥ 3 and d ≥ N , e a primitive d-th root of 1 and
M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1) a representation of Z/dZ. Let I denote the ideal I
d
α0,...,αN−1
⊂ K[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1]
generated by all forms of degree d invariant under the action of M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1). As-
sume µ(I) ≤
(
N+d−2
N−2
)
. Then I is a monomial artinian ideal which fails WLP in degree d− 1
(i.e GT-systems are Togliatti systems).
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Proof. To check that I := Idα0,...,αN−1 is a monomial ideal is a straightforward computation
that is left to the reader. Let us check that I fails WLP from degree d−1 to degree d. Since
µ(I) ≤
(
N+d−1
N−1
)
, we have
dimRd−1 = dim[R/I]d−1 =
(
N+d−2
N−1
)
=
(
N+d−1
N−1
)
−
(
N+d−2
N−2
)
≤ dimRd − dimµ(I) = dim[R/I]d.
So, to see that I fails WLP from degree d−1 to degree d, we have to show that for any linear
form ℓ ∈ R the induced map×ℓ : [R/I]d−1 −→ [R/I]d is not injective. By [9], Proposition 2.2,
it is enough to check it for ℓ = x0+x1+· · ·+xN−1. This is equivalent to prove that there exists
a form Fd−1 ∈ R of degree d−1 such that (x0+x1+ · · ·+xN−1) ·Fd−1 ∈ I. Consider Fd−1 =
(eα0x0+e
α1x1+· · ·+e
αN−1xN−1)(e
2α0x0+e
2α1x1+· · ·+e
2αN−1xN−1) · · · (e
(d−1)α0x0+e
(d−1)α1x1+
· · ·+ e(d−1)αN−1xN−1). The homogeneous form of degree d, F = (x0 + x1 + · · ·+ xN−1) · Fd−1
is invariant under the action of M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1). Hence, it belongs to I which proves
our result. 
Remark 4.7. The hypothesis µ(I) ≤
(
N+d−2
d−2
)
in Proposition 4.6 is often satisfied and can
be dropped. For instance we will see in Theorem 4.8 that it is verified when d = N and
(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1) = (0, 1, . . . , N − 1).
To determine the minimality of a GT-system Idα0,...,αN−1 is a subtle problem that for N = 3
was related in [7] to the determinant of certain circulant matrices. This relation works for
arbitrary N ≥ 3. We quickly recall/generalize it (from N = 3 to N ≥ 3). Finally, as
application of this relationship and of the results obtained in the previous section, we will
be able to prove or disprove the minimality of IN0,1,...,N−1. Proving the minimality of the GT-
system Idα0,...,αN−1 is equivalent to proving that the monomials of degree d invariant under
the action of M(α0, α1, . . . , αN−1) all appear with non-zero coefficient in the development of
the product of linear forms (x0+ x1+ · · ·+xN−1)(e
α0x0+ e
α1x1+ · · ·+ e
αN−1xN−1)(e
2α0x0+
e2α1x1 + · · ·+ e
2αN−1xN−1) · · · (e
(d−1)α0x0 + e
(d−1)α1x1 + · · ·+ e
(d−1)αN−1xN−1).
For any integer d ≥ N and 0 ≤ α0 < α1 < · · · < αN−1 ≤ d, we consider the d×d circulant
matrix
Adα0,α1,...,αN−1 = Circ(0, . . . , 0, x0, 0, . . . , 0, x1, 0, . . . , 0, xi, 0, . . . , 0, xN−1, 0, . . . , 0)
where xi is in the position of index αi. According to (1) we have
det(Adα0,α1,...,αN−1) =
d−1∏
j=0
(ejα0x0 + e
jα1x1 + · · ·+ e
jαN−1xN−1).
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The determinant of Adα0,α1,...,αN−1 is therefore exactly the product we are interested in and
we want to prove that all monomials of degree d invariant under the action of
M(α0, α1, · · · , αN−1)
appear with non-zero coefficient in det(Adα0,α1,...,αN−1).
Theorem 4.8. Fix an integer N ≥ 3. The GT-system IN0,1,...,N−1 ⊂ K[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1] is a
monomial Togliatti system. It is minimal if and only if N is power of a prime integer.
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.6, to prove that IN0,1,...,N−1 is a Togliatti system we have to
check that µ(IN0,1,...,N−1) ≤
(
2N−2
N−2
)
. But µ(IN0,1,...,N−1) ≤ d(N) ≤ p(N), so by (4) it is enough
to check that
1
N
∑
k|N
ϕ(
N
k
)
(
2k − 1
k
)
≤
(
2N − 2
N
)
.
First we assume that N is not prime and we consider its prime decomposition N =
qr11 · · · q
rs
s with q1 < q2 < · · · < qs. So, N
′ = N
q1
is the greatest divisor of N different from N ,
N ≥ 2N ′ and N ′ ≥ 2. Since ϕ(1) = 1 and
∑
k|N ϕ(
N
k
) = N , we can write:
1
N
∑
k|N ϕ(
N
k
)
(
2k−1
k
)
= 1
N
(
∑
k|N,k 6=N ϕ(
N
k
)
(
2k−1
k
)
+
(
2N−1
N
)
) ≤
≤ N−1
N
(
2N ′−1
N ′
)
+ 1
N
(
2N−1
N
)
=
= (2N
′−1)(N−1)
N(N ′−1)
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
+ 2N−1
N(N−1)
(
2N−2
N
)
.
Therefore,
1
N
∑
k|N
ϕ(
N
k
)
(
2k − 1
k
)
≤
(
2N − 2
N
)
which is equivalent to
2N ′ − 1
N ′ − 1
(
2N ′ − 2
N ′
)
≤
N2 − 3N + 1
(N − 1)2
(
2N − 2
N
)
.
Using that 2N
′−1
N ′−1
= 1 + N
′
N ′−1
≤ 3 for all N ′ ≥ 2, it is enough to see the following inequality:
3(N2 − 2N + 1)
N2 − 3N + 1
≤
(
2N−2
N
)
(
2N ′−2
N ′
) .
Since 3(N
2−2N+1)
N2−3N+1
≤ 6 for N ≥ 4, it only remains to check that
(
2N−2
N
)
≥ 6
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
. By the
Pascal’s rule
(
n+1
k
)
=
(
n
k
)
+
(
n
k−1
)
, it suffices to verify that
(
4N ′−2
2N ′
)
≥ 6
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
. Applying
consecutively the Pascal’s rule, we obtain:(
4N ′ − 2
2N ′
)
=
(
4N ′ − 3
2N ′
)
+
(
4N ′ − 3
2N ′ − 1
)
= · · · =
(
4N ′ − 5
2N ′
)
+ 3
(
4N ′ − 5
2N ′ − 1
)
+ 4
(
4N ′ − 5
2N ′ − 2
)
.
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Since 2N ′−3 ≥ N ′−2, we have
(
4N ′−5
2N ′−2
)
=
(
2N ′−2+2N ′−3
N ′+N ′−2
)
≥
(
2N ′−2+N ′−1
N ′
)
≥
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
. Similarly,(
2N ′−2+2N ′−3
N ′+N ′−1
)
≥
(
2N ′−2+N ′−2
N ′
)
≥
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
. Summing up,
(
4N ′−2
2N ′
)
≥ 7
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
+
(
4N ′−5
2N ′
)
which
implies
(
4N ′−2
2N ′
)
≥ 6
(
2N ′−2
N ′
)
.
If N is prime, 1
N
∑
k|N ϕ(
N
k
)
(
2k−1
k
)
= N−1
N
+ 1
N
(
2N−1
2N
)
= N−1
N
+ 2N−1
N(N−1)
(
2N−2
2N
)
. In this case,
the expected inequality becomes N
2−2N+1
N2−3N+1
≤
(
2N−2
N
)
, which can be easily reduced to verify
that
(
2N−2
N
)
≥ 2, since N
2−2N+1
N2−3N+1
≤ 2 for any N ≥ 3. The result follows directly from the
growth of the binomial coefficients, or simply observing the Pascal’s triangle.
It remains to prove that IN0,1,...,N−1 is a minimal Togliatti system. First of all we observe
that a monomial m = xi00 x
i1
1 · · ·x
iN−1
N−1 with ij ≥ 0 and
∑N−1
j=0 ij = N belongs to I
N
0,1,...,N−1 if
and only if i0 + 2i1 + 3i2 + · · ·+NiN−1 ≡ 0 (mod N). Therefore, the number of generators
of IN0,1,...,N−1 is equal to d(N) =
1
N
∑
d|N φ(
N
d
)
(
2N−1
N
)
and the GT-system IN0,1,...,N−1 will be
minimal if d(N) coincides with the number of non-zero coefficients in the development of
the product of linear forms (x0 + x1 + · · ·+ xN−1)(x0 + ex1 + · · ·+ e
N−1xN−1)(x0 + e
2x1 +
· · ·+ e2(N−1)xN−1) · · · (x0+ e
d−1x1+ · · ·+ e
(d−1)(N−1)xN−1). In other words, I
N
0,1,...,N−1 will be
minimal if and only if d(N) = p(N) and, by Theorem 3.5, if and only if N is a power of a
prime integer. 
Proposition 4.9. Fix integers N ≥ 3 and d ≥ N . If d is a power of a prime then the
GT-system Id0,1,...,N−1 ⊂ K[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1] is minimal.
Proof. Indeed, if the coefficient of an invariant monomial is zero in
Id0,1,...,N−1 ⊂ K[x0, x1, . . . , xN−1]
it is zero also in the ideal in d variables hence d is not a power of prime. 
We end this note with a conjecture based on Theorem 4.8, on our results in [7], and on
many examples computed with Macaulay2 [4].
Conjecture 4.10. Fix an integer d ≥ 3 and integers 1 ≤ n < m ≤ d − 1 such that
gcd(n,m, d) = 1. Then, the GT-system Id0,n,m ⊂ k[x, y, z] is minimal.
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